Solution Suite for the Next Gen F110 G6

As we celebrate our 30th anniversary, we are proud to present our most effective solution
from our diverse selection of quality accessories! Choose the Fieldmate accessory that
provides you the convenience and ergonomic benefits you need.
From simple to multi-functional, Getac users can enjoy accessories that make the device
more convenient to use. Additionally, the proper accessory can actually reduce user fatigue
in the back, neck, arm and wrist! Further, you can count on the rugged quality that comes
from our 30 years of experience! And also rely on the legendary service that comes with
every Fieldmate accessory!
Elastic X Strap
Provides improved ergonomics and
productivity. This comfortable, cushioned
pad provides solid, secure device retention
while still providing access to all features,
ports, and camera. It is also fully compatible
with most vehicle docs for the F110.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000496
Fieldmate Part #: FM-UX10-XSTP-1
Targeted List Price: $50.00

Always-On Case
A ballistic nylon case that includes a built-in
hand strap, easel, and D-ring attachment
points for the shoulder strap.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000836
Fieldmate Part #: FM-AO-F110G6
Targeted List Price: $99.00

Always-On Case with Screen Cover
All of the benefits of our Always-On case
with the added benefit of an integrated
screen cover that doubles as an easel.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000838
Fieldmate Part #: FM-AOSC-F110G6
Targeted List Price: $99.00
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Tablet ModuFlex Platform
Reduces end user fatigue when using
the Getac F110 by providing ergonomic
straps. The user also benefits from the easel,
shoulder strap, and optional 4 way harness.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000837
Fieldmate Part #: FM-MFX-F110G6
Targeted List Price: $99.00

Mobility Bundle - Heavyweight

Designed for enhanced mobility and handsfree use with your F110 when it does not
otherwise have a handle. Comes complete
with a removable handle and ergonomic
shoulder strap. It allows easy access to all
features, ports, and cameras.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000494
Fieldmate Part #: FM-MBBDL-HW-1
List Price: $59.00

Mobility Kit (Hard Handle Required)
Shoulder strap attaches directly to F110’s
optional built-in handle for ergonomic
mobility. Benefit from the convenience,
security and increased productivity the
Mobility Kit provides.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000493
Fieldmate Part #: FM-MBKIT-1
List Price: $39.00

User Harness Kit
Adjustable four-point harness with retention
straps connects directly to the F110 for a
hands-free experience.
Getac Part #: 590GBL000826
Fieldmate Part #: FM-USHRN-KIT
Targeted List Price: $34.99
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Tempered Glass Screen Protection
Avoid downtime, mitigate display
replacement and extend the life of your
technology investment by adding a stealth
layer of display protection.
Getac Part #: TBD
Fieldmate Part #: INF-SG-GTC-F110G6
List Price: $34.99

The DuraStrap™ is a product that combines all of the functionality of Fieldmate straps with a
waterproof, sanitizable surface, making it an ideal solution for healthcare, food service, or other biosensitive environments.
It has excellent performance in heat and cold, is extremely resistant to cuts, tears, and abrasion,
and it is impermeable to liquids. The DuraStrap™ can be disinfected up to the same levels of a fully
ruggedized Getac device.

DuraStrap Mobility Bundle
All the benefits of the mobility bundle, in an
impermeable, sanitizable material, ideal for
bio-sensitive environments.
Getac Part #: TBD
Fieldmate Part #: TBD
Targeted List Price: $59.00

DuraStrap X
All the benefits of the Elastic X, in an
impermeable, sanitizable material, ideal for
bio-sensitive environments.
Getac Part #: TBD
Fieldmate Part #: FM-DURA-XL
Targeted List Price: $69.99
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